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Close to the Bone (Logan McRae, Book 8) Nov 30 2019 The eighth Logan McRae novel in the No.1 bestselling crime series
from Stuart MacBride. Every murder tells a story. But not every victim tells the truth. ‘A terrific writer ... McRae is a delight’
The Times
Beneath the Bleeding (Tony Hill and Carol Jordan, Book 5) Aug 20 2021 The Number One bestselling crime series featuring Dr
Tony Hill, hero of TV’s Wire in the Blood. The award-winning Val McDermid is at the height of her powers in this tense
masterclass in psychological suspense.
The Mermaids Singing (Tony Hill and Carol Jordan, Book 1) Sep 20 2021 In this special 20th anniversary edition, Lee
Child introduces the Gold Dagger award-winning serial killer thriller that began the Number One bestselling crime series

featuring clinical psychologist Dr Tony Hill, hero of TV’s much-loved Wire in the Blood.
To the Lions Jun 17 2021 WINNER OF THE 2019 CWA IAN FLEMING STEEL DAGGER SHORTLISTED FOR THE 2019
WILBUR SMITH ADVENTURE WRITING PRIZE CHOSEN AS A TIMES, SUNDAY TIMES, TELEGRAPH AND
GUARDIAN BOOK OF THE YEAR 'A dark trail of murder, political corruption and lies' i A journalist must follow the clues,
no matter how far that takes her. Casey Benedict, star reporter at the Post, has infiltrated the lives and exposed the lies of
countless politicians and power players. Using her network of contacts, Casey is always on the search for the next big story, no
matter how much danger this might place her in, no matter what cost emotionally. Tipped off by an overheard conversation at an
exclusive London nightclub, she begins to investigate the apparent suicide of a wealthy young British man, whose death has left
his fianc e and family devastated. Casey's determined hunt for the truth will take her from the glitz of St-Tropez to the deserts of
Libya and on to the very darkest corners of the human mind. 'Sensational! I loved it. Superbly plotted, and what a brilliant series
lead!' Clare Mackintosh The Dead Line, the second in the Casey Benedict series, publishes in April 2020 and is available for
pre-order now
The Skeleton Road May 05 2020 The thrilling new stand-alone novel from one of the world’s most celebrated crime writers
proves that the secrets of the past can never really be hidden . . . In the centre of historic Edinburgh, builders are preparing to
demolish a disused Victorian Gothic building. They are understandably surprised to find skeletal remains hidden in a high
pinnacle that hasn’t been touched by maintenance for years. Who do the bones belong to, and how did they get there? Could the
eccentric British pastime of free climbing the outside of buildings play a role? Enter cold case detective Karen Pirie, who gets to
work trying to establish the corpse’s identity. When it turns out the bones may be from as far away as the former Yugoslavia,
Karen will need to dig deeper than she ever imagined into the tragic history of the Balkans: to war crimes and their
consequences, and ultimately to the notion of what justice is and who serves it. Atmospheric, spine-chilling and brimming with
intrigue and suspense, this is Val McDermid’s richest and most accomplished psychological thriller to date. PRAISE FOR VAL
MCDERMID “She’s the best we’ve got.” —THE NEW YORK TIMES “Val McDermid has become our leading pathologist of
everyday evil. . . . The subtle orchestration of terror is masterful.” —THE GUARDIAN (UK) “One of the world’s leading
mystery writers. . . . Thomas Harris crossed with Agatha Christie, if you will.” —OBSERVER
Report for Murder Feb 23 2022 First in the popular series featuring Lindsay Gordon, a self-proclaimed 'cynical socialist
lesbian feminist journalist' with a penchant for hanging around police interrogation rooms under suspicion of some crime or
other. Freelance journalist Lindsay Gordon is strapped for cash. Why else would she agree to cover a fund-raising gala at a girls'
public school? But when the star attraction is found garrotted with her own cello string minutes before she is due on stage,

Lindsay finds herself investigating a vicious murder. Who would have wanted Lorna Smith Cooper dead? Who had the key to
the locked room in which her body was found? And who could have slipped out of the hall at just the right time to commit this
calculated and cold-blooded crime?
Insidious Intent Jan 31 2020 'One of the most surprising twists you'll read this year. Outstanding' Irish Independent 'Engrossing
. . . a colossal reminder of just why McDermid has been the queen of crime for three decades' Heat 'Murdered people don't kill
themselves . . .' A quiet night on a country road. The stillness shattered by a car engulfed in flames, and a burned body
discovered in the driver's seat. As the investigation unfolds, DCI Carol Jordan and psychological profiler Tony Hill quickly
realise that this is more than just a tragic accident. And so begins the hunt for a truly terrifying killer, someone who believes he
is invisible, untraceable and untouchable. As other victims are found to have met the same terrible fate, and with more women at
risk, Tony and Carol are drawn into a dark and twisted web of fear and revenge that will force them to question their own ideas
of justice . . . A pulse-pounding mystery from the number one bestseller. If you enjoyed Insidious Intent, don't miss the first in a
new series from the Queen of Crime. 1979 is out now, introducing the unforgettable Allie Burns. ___________________ Praise
for Queen of Crime Val McDermid: 'It grabs the reader by the throat and never lets go' Daily Mail 'So gripping it puts your life
on hold' The Times 'As good a psychological thriller as it is possible to get' Sunday Express 'One of today's most accomplished
crime writers' Literary Review 'McDermid remains unrivalled' Observer 'No one can tell a story like she can' Daily Express
What Lies Buried Jun 25 2019 'A harrowing and horrific game of consequences' Val McDermid THE BRILLIANTLY
COMPELLING SECOND NOVEL IN THE DI LUKAS MAHLER SERIES A missing child. A seventy-year-old murder. And
a killer who's still on the loose. Ten year-old Erin is missing; taken in broad daylight during a friend's birthday party. With no
witnesses and no leads, DI Lukas Mahler races against time to find her. But is it already too late for Erin - and will her abductor
stop at one stolen child? And the discovery of human remains on a construction site near Inverness confronts Mahler's team with
a cold case from the 1940s. Was Aeneas Grant's murder linked to a nearby POW camp, or is there an even darker story to be
uncovered? With his team stretched to the limit, Mahler's hunt for Erin's abductor takes him from Inverness to the Lake District.
And decades-old family secrets link both casesin a shocking final twist. WHAT READERS ARE SAYING ABOUT
MARGARET KIRK'S DI MAHLER SERIES: 'Margaret Kirk's brilliant Inverness series is atmospheric and gripping. She goes
from strength to strength. What Lies Buried is an absolute cracker!' CASS GREEN 'Tartan Noir at its very best' DAILY MAIL
'Gripping' 'Kept me on my toes right to the end' 'Another great detective is born' 'Shadow Man has a taut plot, maintains
suspense cleverly and is crisply written' 'The city of Inverness is almost a character in its own right' 'A top-notch crime thriller,
full of intricate twists with a disturbing insight into the mind of a cold blooded killer' 'Dark and atmospheric, I just couldn't put it

down'
Snap Apr 03 2020 Crime & Thriller Book of the Year (Specsavers National Book Awards) Longlisted for the Man Booker Prize
2018. 'The best crime novel I've read in a very long time.' VAL MCDERMID SNAP DECISIONS CAN BE DANGEROUS . . .
On a stifling summer's day, eleven-year-old Jack and his two sisters sit in their broken-down car, waiting for their mother to
come back and rescue them. Jack's in charge, she'd said. I won't be long. But she doesn't come back. She never comes back. And
life as the children know it is changed for ever. Three years later, Jack is still in charge - of his sisters, of supporting them all, of
making sure nobody knows they're alone in the house, and - quite suddenly - of finding out the truth about what happened to his
mother . . . ___ 'Original, pacy and thoroughly entertaining . . . a cracking read.' CLARE MACKINTOSH 'No one writes crime
novels like Belinda Bauer, with a rare blend of darkness, humour and heart. She's a crime writing genius.' C. L. TAYLOR 'Edgy,
original and beautifully written, this suspenseful story is dazzlingly good.' Sunday Mirror 'The opening of Snap is one of the
most vividly unnerving I have read . . . razor-sharp observation.' Guardian ___ Readers are gripped by Snap: 'Full of suspenseful
twists and turns' ***** 'Twisty, intriguing and so cleverly written I couldn't put it down' ***** 'A refreshingly different murder
mystery' *****
Dead Beat (PI Kate Brannigan, Book 1) Mar 15 2021 The stunning first novel in the Kate Brannigan series, from No.1
Sunday Times bestseller Val McDermid. ‘This is crime writing of the very highest order’ The Times
Splinter the Silence Aug 08 2020 The bestselling “Queen of Crime reigns again” when a profiler and an ex-cop investigate the
suspicious deaths of women targeted by Internet trolls (Independent, UK). From the international bestselling author of The
Mermaids Singing and The Wire in the Blood comes the ninth installment of her beloved series featuring psychologist Tony Hill
and former DCI Carol Jordan . . . Vicious online attacks seem to be driving outspoken women to silence themselves through
suicide. Yet for profiler Tony Hill, who knows a thing or two about patterns in human behavior, something doesn’t add up.
Carol Jordan, meanwhile, is too busy tackling her own demons to think about a potential serial killer. But when she gets an
opportunity for a second chance, it’s game on. This time around, though, the stakes have never been higher. One of the Boston
Globe’s Best Books of 2015
Radio Life Mar 03 2020 Radio Life: a gripping adventure and a riveting political thriller: The Commonwealth, a postapocalyptic civilisation on the rise, is locked in a clash of ideas with the Keepers . . . a fight which threatens to destroy the world
. . . again. When Lilly was first Chief Engineer at The Commonwealth, nearly fifty years ago, the Central Archive wasn't yet the
greatest repository of knowledge in the known world, protected by scribes copying every piece of found material - books, maps,
even scraps of paper - and disseminating them by Archive Runners to hidden off-site locations for safe keeping. Back then, there

was no Order of Silence to create and maintain secret routes deep into the sand-covered towers of the Old World or into the
northern forests beyond Sea Glass Lake. Back then, the world was still quiet, because Lilly hadn't yet found the Harrington Box.
But times change. Recently, the Keepers have started gathering to the east of Yellow Ridge - thousands upon thousands of them
- and every one of them determined to burn the Central Archives to the ground, no matter the cost, possessed by an irrational
fear that bringing back the ancient knowledge will destroy the world all over again. To prevent that, they will do anything.
Fourteen days ago the Keepers chased sixteen-year-old Archive Runner Elimisha into a forbidden Old World Tower and
brought the entire thing down on her. Instead of being killed, though, she slipped into an ancient unmapped bomb shelter where
she has discovered a cache of food and fresh water, a two-way radio like the one Lilly's been working on for years . . . and
something else. Something that calls itself 'the internet' . . .
The Retribution Feb 11 2021 A chilling, high-velocity thriller featuring psychologist Dr. Tony Hill and detective Carol Jordan
from the international bestselling crime writer. Tony Hill has had a good run. He and detective Carol Jordan have put away
scores of dangerous criminals at a rate that colleagues envy. But there is one serial killer who has shaped and defined their
careers, and whose evil surpasses all others: Jacko Vance, ex-celebrity and sociopath whose brilliance and utter lack of remorse
have never left Tony’s mind in the ten years since his imprisonment. Now Jacko has escaped from prison—even more twisted
and cunning than before, he is focused on wreaking revenge on Tony and Carol for his years spent behind bars. Tony and Carol
don’t know when Jacko will strike, or where. All they know is that Jacko will cause them to feel fear like they’ve never known.
An utterly gripping tour de force, The Retribution is the ideal introduction or re-introduction to the world of Tony Hill and Carol
Jordan. It is an unforgettable read. “I love every word Val McDermid writes. If you haven’t discovered her genius yet, you are
in for a rare treat.” —Harlan Coben
The Torment of Others (Tony Hill and Carol Jordan, Book 4) Jan 13 2021 The Number One bestselling crime series
featuring Tony Hill, hero of TV’s Wire in the Blood, written by the award-winning Val McDermid. This is a psychological
thriller – and serial killer – that will keep you up at night.
Still Life Dec 24 2021 Don't miss the series that inspired the major ITV drama, Karen Pirie, starring Lauren Lyle - Still Life is
the sixth Karen Pirie thriller Read Val McDermid's masterful new novel, 1989, now and pre-order the eagerly awaited New
Karen Pirie Thriller, publishing October 2023 'No one can tell a story like she can' Daily Express 'The queen of psychological
thrillers' Irish Independent ____________ 'The bodies never stay buried forever . . .' On a freezing winter morning, fishermen
pull a body from the sea. It is quickly discovered that the dead man was the prime suspect in a decade-old investigation, when a
prominent civil servant disappeared without trace. DCI Karen Pirie was the last detective to review the file and is drawn into a

sinister world of betrayal and dark secrets. But Karen is already grappling with another case, one with even more questions and
fewer answers. A skeleton has been discovered in an abandoned campervan and all clues point to a killer who never faced
justice - a killer who is still out there. In her search for the truth, Karen uncovers a network of lies that has gone unchallenged
for years. But lies and secrets can turn deadly when someone is determined to keep them hidden for good . . . ____________
Praise for Val McDermid: 'Brilliant . . . Sensational . . . Unforgettable' Guardian 'Compulsively readable' Irish Times 'As good a
psychological thriller as it is possible to get' Sunday Express 'It grabs the reader by the throat and never lets go' Daily Mail 'One
of today's most accomplished crime writers' Literary Review
Cross and Burn Jun 05 2020 Psychologist Tony Hill and ex-DCI Carol Jordan—the UK crime fighting partners from the TV
series Wire in the Blood—face down a serial killer. International bestselling crime writer Val McDermid’s work speaks for
itself: her books have sold millions of copies worldwide, won numerous accolades, and attracted a devoted following of readers
around the globe. Cross and Burn picks up where The Retribution left off: following the best crime-fighting team in the
UK—clinical psychologist Tony Hill and police detective Carol Jordan—who when we last saw them were barely speaking, and
whose relationship will now be challenged even further. But just because they’re not talking doesn’t mean the killing stops.
Women are being murdered—ones who bear an unsettling resemblance to Carol Jordan. And when the evidence begins to point
in a disturbing direction, thinking the unthinkable seems the only possible answer. Cornered by events, Tony and Carol are
forced to fight for themselves and each other as never before. “McDermid is as smooth a practitioner of crime fiction as anyone
out there . . . She’s the best we’ve got.” —The New York Times Book Review
The Distant Echo (Detective Karen Pirie, Book 1) Jul 19 2021 The first novel in the bestselling Karen Pirie series The awardwinning Number One bestseller and Queen of crime fiction Val McDermid carves out a stunning psychological thriller. The past
is behind them, but what’s still to come will tear them apart...
Out of Bounds May 29 2022 Don't miss the series that inspired the major ITV drama, Karen Pirie, starring Lauren Lyle - Out of
Bounds is the fourth Karen Pirie thriller Read Val McDermid's masterful new novel, 1989, now and pre-order the eagerly
awaited New Karen Pirie Thriller, publishing October 2023 'It grabs the reader by the throat and never lets go' Daily Mail
'Incredibly suspenseful' Sunday Mirror __________ 'There are lots of things that ran in families, but murder wasn't one of them .
. .' When a teenage joyrider crashes a stolen car and ends up in a coma, a routine DNA test could be the key to unlocking the
mystery of a twenty-year-old murder inquiry. Detective Chief Inspector Karen Pirie is an expert at solving the unsolvable. With
each cold case closed, justice is served. So, finding the answer should be straightforward, but it's as twisted as the DNA helix
itself. Meanwhile Karen finds herself irresistibly drawn to another case, one that she has no business investigating. And as she

pieces together decades-old evidence, Karen discovers the most dangerous kinds of secrets. Secrets that someone is willing to
kill for . . . An atmospheric, gripping mystery from the number one bestseller. __________ Praise for Val McDermid: 'Brilliant .
. . Sensational . . . Unforgettable' Guardian 'Compulsively readable' Irish Times 'As good a psychological thriller as it is possible
to get' Sunday Express This is the fourth book in the bestselling Karen Pirie series.
Confidence Jan 01 2020 DECEPTION. THEFT. MURDER. ALL YOU NEED IS CONFIDENCE. FROM THE NEW YORK
TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR OF CONVICTION COMES A BRAND NEW ESCAPIST THRILLER When amateur filmmaker Lisa Lee vanishes from a Scottish seaside town, journalists Anna and Fin find themselves at the centre of an internet
frenzy to find her. But she may not be the hapless victim everyone thinks she is. The last film she made showed her breaking
into an abandoned French chateau and stumbling across a priceless Roman silver casket. The day after Lisa vanishes the casket
is listed for auction in Paris, reserve price fifty million euros, with a catalogue entry that challenges the beliefs of a major world
religion. On a thrilling chase across Europe to discover what happened to Lisa, Anna and Fin are caught up in a world of
international art smuggling, religious zealotry, and murder. But someone doesn't want them to find the missing girl... and will do
anything to stop them. 'Denise Mina is crime-writing royalty' Val McDermid, author of A Place Of Execution 'Denise Mina is
the cream of the crop, an author who pushes the crime novel in new and exciting directions' Ian Rankin, author of A Song For
The Dark Times
The Vanishing Point Jul 31 2022 “Marked by [McDermid’s] trademark stunners, including a climax that packs a vicious punch.
And readers are again left to marvel at her ingenuity.” —Jay Strafford, Richmond Times-Dispatch From one of the finest crime
writers we have, The Vanishing Point kicks off with a nightmare scenario—the abduction of a child in an international airport.
Stephanie Harker is in the screening booth at airport security, separated from Jimmy Higgins, the five-year-old boy she’s in the
process of adopting, when a man in a TSA uniform leads the boy away. The more Stephanie sounds the alarm, the more the
security agents suspect her, and the further away the kidnapper gets. It soon becomes apparent that nothing in this situation is
clear-cut. For starters, Jimmy’s birth mother was a celebrity—living in a world where conspiracy and obfuscation are excused
for the sake of column inches. And then there are the bad boys in both women’s pasts. As FBI agent Vivian McKuras and
Scotland Yard Detective Nick Nicolaides investigate on both sides of the pond, Stephanie learns just how deep a parent’s fear
can reach. And the horrifying reality is that she has good reason to be afraid—for reasons she never saw coming.
“[McDermid’s] work is taut, psychologically complex and so gripping that it puts your life on hold.” —The Times (London)
A Darker Domain (Detective Karen Pirie, Book 2) Sep 01 2022 The second riveting crime novel in the Karen Pirie series, from
No.1 Sunday Times bestseller Val McDermid. ‘A superb mystery’ The Times

My Scotland Nov 10 2020 'I love stories. My life has been book-ended and bookmarked by hearing them, reading them and
telling them. In my mind's eye, I can see where each of these stories unfolds . . .' In MY SCOTLAND, number one bestselling
author Val McDermid takes readers to the landscapes she has known all her life, and the places where her stories and characters
reside. Accompanied by over 100 stunning photographs, this remarkable book uncovers Val's own Scotland in all its glory from the iconic Isle of Skye to the majestic streets of Edinburgh; from the undiscovered hideaways of the Highlands to the wild
and untamed Jura. Featuring excerpts from Val McDermid's bestselling novels and charting Karen Pirie's Fife to Lindsay
Gordon's Glasgow, MY SCOTLAND is an unforgettable and uniquely personal journey.
A Suitable Job for a Woman Jul 27 2019 Provides interviews and accounts of the experiences, techniques, and occasional
adventures of women private investigators working in Great Britain and the United States.
Trick Of The Dark Jun 29 2022 Pre-order Val McDermid's masterful new thriller, 1989, now! 'No one can tell a story like she
can' Daily Express 'The queen of psychological thrillers' Irish Independent _________ When Charlie Flint is sent a mysterious
package of cuttings about a brutal murder, it instantly grabs her attention. The murder occurred in the grounds of her old Oxford
college - a groom battered to death just hours after his wedding. As his bride and wedding guests sipped champagne, his alleged
killers were slipping his bloodstained body into the river. Charlie doesn't know who sent the package, or why, yet she can't get
the crime out of her head. But as she delves deeper, and steps back into the mysterious world of Oxford colleges, she realises
that there is much more to this crime than meets the eye... A stunning standalone thriller from the number one bestseller.
__________ Praise for Val McDermid: 'Brilliant . . . Sensational . . . Unforgettable' Guardian 'Compulsively readable' Irish
Times 'As good a psychological thriller as it is possible to get' Sunday Express 'It grabs the reader by the throat and never lets
go' Daily Mail
Forensics Apr 27 2022 Bestselling author of Broken Ground “offers fascinating glimpses” into the real world of criminal
forensics from its beginnings to the modern day (The Boston Globe). The dead can tell us all about themselves: where they
came from, how they lived, how they died, and, of course, who killed them. Using the messages left by a corpse, a crime scene,
or the faintest of human traces, forensic scientists unlock the mysteries of the past and serve justice. In Forensics, international
bestselling crime author Val McDermid guides readers through this field, drawing on interviews with top-level professionals,
ground-breaking research, and her own experiences on the scene. Along the way, McDermid discovers how maggots collected
from a corpse can help determine one’s time of death; how a DNA trace a millionth the size of a grain of salt can be used to
convict a killer; and how a team of young Argentine scientists led by a maverick American anthropologist were able to uncover
the victims of a genocide. Prepare to travel to war zones, fire scenes, and autopsy suites as McDermid comes into contact with

both extraordinary bravery and wickedness, tracing the history of forensics from its earliest beginnings to the cutting-edge
science of the modern day.
Killing the Shadows Jan 25 2022 The Number One bestselling, award-winning Queen of crime fiction Val McDermid delivers a
searing psychological suspense thriller. A serial killer is on the loose. His victims? Crime writers...
On Beulah Height Jul 07 2020 A New York Times Notable Book: A girl’s disappearance unearths old crimes for the Yorkshire
detectives in this “multilayered masterpiece” (Publishers Weekly). Reginald Hill “raised the classical British mystery to new
heights” when he introduced pugnacious Yorkshire Det. Inspector Andrew Dalziel and his partner, the callow Sgt. Peter Pascoe
(The New York Times Book Review). Their chafing differences in education, manners, technique, and temperament made them
“the most remarkable duo in the annals of crime fiction” (Toronto Star). Adapted into a long-running hit show for the BBC, the
Gold Dagger Award–winning series is now available as ebooks. It’s been fifteen years since three girls were abducted from
Dendale. Just as long since the village was flooded to create a reservoir. Haunted by the cold case, Andrew Dalziel believes the
truth was submerged forever. But now, with a drought, the ruins of Dendale are reemerging—along with its mysteries. And as if
by a terrible twist of fate, another child has vanished from a nearby hamlet. For Dalziel to finally solve an unspeakable crime, he
must once again stir the dread of a still-traumatized community—and all its secrets. “Weaving their pain into his densely
textured story of Dendale’s cursed past and haunted present, Hill creates a tragic tale of loss and regret and the persistence of
grief” (The New York Times Book Review). On Beulah Height is the 18th book in the Dalziel and Pascoe Mysteries, but you
may enjoy reading the series in any order.
Northanger Abbey Oct 22 2021 An ordinary girl in search of an extraordinary life: one of the world’s premier thriller writers
reimagines Jane Austen’s classic as a contemporary gothic adventure, to universal acclaim Cat Morland is ready to grow up. A
home-schooled minister’s daughter in the quaint, sheltered Piddle Valley in Dorset, she loses herself in novels and is sure there
is a glamorous adventure awaiting her beyond the valley’s narrow horizon. So imagine her delight when the Allens, neighbours
and friends of her parents, invite her to attend the Edinburgh Festival as their guest. Armed with a sunny personality, show
tickets every night and a few key wardrobe additions, Cat begins to take Edinburgh by storm and is welcomed into the bosom of
the Thorpe family, particularly by eldest daughter Bella. And then there’s the handsome Henry Tilney, an up-and-coming
lawyer whose family home is the beautiful and forbidding Northanger Abbey. Cat is entranced by Henry and his charming sister
Eleanor, but she can’t help wondering if everything about them is as perfect as it seems. Or has she just been reading too many
novels? A delectable, note-perfect modern update of the Jane Austen classic, Northanger Abbey tells a timeless story of
innocence amid cynicism, the exquisite angst of young love, and the value of friendship. “Val McDermid’s brilliant re-working

of Jane Austen’s original shows that innocent, bookish girls in thrall to the supernatural have changed surprisingly little in two
centuries. Witty and shrewd, full of romance and skulduggery – I loved it.” —J.K. Rowling
The Grave Tattoo Oct 29 2019 When torrential summer rains uncover a bizarrely tattooed body on a hillside in England’s Lake
District, locals are convinced it is the corpse of Fletcher Christian, infamous mutineer on the Bounty. Though history records
that Christian died in a massacre on Pitcairn Island, Lakelanders have long maintained that he returned home—where his old
friend and schoolmate, William Wordsworth, risked facing the gallows by harbouring the fugitive. It was rumoured that the poet
had written an epic verse recounting Christian’s version of events, only to hide it away for fear its publication would result in his
arrest. For the Wordsworth scholar Jane Gresham, the missing manuscript—if indeed it ever existed—is the ultimate prize. But
on her trail is someone with a more than academic interest in the 200-year-old text, someone who will kill to get their hands on a
bounty worth millions.
Val McDermid 3-Book Thriller Collection: The Mermaids Singing, The Wire in the Blood, The Last Temptation (Tony
Hill and Carol Jordan) Apr 15 2021 Read the first three books in Val McDermid’s No. 1 bestselling crime series featuring
clinical psychologist Dr Tony Hill, hero of TV’s much loved WIRE IN THE BLOOD.
Val McDermid 3-Book Crime Collection: A Place of Execution, The Distant Echo, The Grave Tattoo Oct 02 2022 Read the
award-winning and Number One bestselling Val McDermid at the top of her game in these three nail-biting crime thrillers.
Cleanskin Oct 10 2020 A taut psychological thriller from the bestselling author behind the popular Wire in the Blood TV series
Heartstone Aug 27 2019 The epic fifth novel in the Matthew Shardlake Tudor Mystery series by the bestselling author of Winter
in Madrid and Dominion Summer 1545. A massive French armada is threatening England, and Henry VIII has plunged the
country into economic crisis to finance the war. Meanwhile, an old servant of Queen Catherine Parr has asked Matthew
Shardlake to investigate claims of "monstrous" wrongs committed against a young ward of the court. As the French fleet
approaches, Shardlake's inquiries reunite him with an old friend-and an old enemy close to the throne. This fast-paced fifth
installment in C. J. Sansom's "richly entertaining and reassuringly scholarly series" (Marilyn Stasio, The New York Times Book
Review) will enchant fans of Wolf Hall, Bring Up the Bodies, and The Other Boleyn Girl.
A Place of Execution Nov 03 2022 A riveting psychological thriller from the Number One bestselling Queen of crime fiction Val McDermid. In the Peak District village of Scardale, thirteen-year-old girls didn't just run away. So when Alison Carter
vanished in the winter of '63, everyone knew it was a murder. Catherine Heathcote remembers the case well. A child herself
when Alison vanished, decades on she still recalls the sense of fear as parents kept their children close, terrified of strangers.
Now a journalist, she persuades DI George Bennett to speak of the hunt for Alison, the tantalizing leads and harrowing dead

ends. But when a fresh lead emerges, Bennett tries to stop the story - plunging Catherine into a world of buried secrets and
revelations. 'This book changed everything I thought I knew about crime fiction' Belinda Bauer, bestselling author of Snap
'Every now and then, a writer transforms the landscape of the literary canon: Val McDermid is one such writer' Fiona Cummins,
bestselling author of Rattle 'Just mesmerizing' Joseph Knox, bestselling author of Sirens 'A brilliant book' Holly Watt, award
winning author of To the Lions 'From the first pages, we know we're in the hands of a master ' Jeffrey Deaver 'Beautifully
written' Daily Telegraph 'One of the best detective stories I've read' Ruth Rendell 'Possibly the best McDermid has written'
Sunday Telegraph
The Metal Heart Sep 28 2019 “The story of true innocents caught up in the machinery of war. Exquisitely researched,
beautifully told, this tiny corner of Scotland came alive for me in all of my senses and I found myself rooting for the central
characters with all my heart.” —Mary Beth Keane, author of Ask Again, Yes In the dark days of World War II, an unlikely
romance blossoms between a Scottish woman and an Italian prisoner of war in this haunting novel with the emotional
complexity of The Boat Runner and All the Light We Cannot See—a powerful and atmospheric story of love, jealousy, and
conscience that illuminates the beauty of the human spirit from the author of The Glass Woman. In the wake of the Allies’
victory in North Africa, 1,000 Italian soldiers have been sent to a remote island off the Scottish coast to wait out the war. Their
arrival has divided the island’s community. Nerves frayed from three years of war and the constant threat of invasion, many
locals fear the enemy prisoners and do not want them there. Where their neighbors see bloodthirsty enemies, however, orphaned
sisters Dorothy and Constance see sick and wounded men unused to the freezing cold of an Orkney winter, and volunteer to
nurse them. While doing so Dorothy finds herself immediately drawn to Cesare, a young man broken by the horrors of battle.
But as the war drags on, tensions between the islanders and the outsiders deepen, and Dorothy’s connection to Cesare threatens
the bond she shares with Constance. Since the loss of their parents, the sisters have relied on each other. Now, their loyalty will
be tested, each forced to weigh duty against desire . . . until, one fateful evening, a choice must be made, one that that will have
devastating consequences.
Common Murder (Lindsay Gordon Crime Series, Book 2) Mar 27 2022 The second novel in the Lindsay Gordon series – a
gripping psychological thriller – from No.1 bestseller Val McDermid. When her former lover is accused of murder in a women’s
peace camp, Lindsay must bring all of her expertise as an investigative reporter into play.
Torment Of Others Nov 22 2021 From one of Britain’s blockbuster novelists —also exploding in Canadian popularity—comes
a shattering psychological thriller featuring the heroes of The Last Temptation and The Wire in the Blood. Facing the toughest
challenge of their careers, Dr. Tony Hill and Detective Chief Inspector Carol Jordan confront a series of "impossible" murders.

Evidence suggests that this is not a copycat killing, but something much stranger. Now Tony and Carol are facing one of the
most perverse killers they have ever encountered.
Star Struck (PI Kate Brannigan, Book 6) Dec 12 2020 A gripping Kate Brannigan thriller, from No.1 Sunday Times bestseller
Val McDermid. ‘Val McDermid remains unrivalled’ Observer
Rattle: a DS Fitzroy Novel 1 Sep 08 2020 A serial killer to chill your bonesA psychopath more frightening than Hannibal
Lecter.He has planned well. He leads two lives. In one he's just like anyone else. But in the other he is the caretaker of his
family's macabre museum.Now the time has come to add to his collection. He is ready to feed his obsession, and he is on the
hunt.Jakey Frith and Clara Foyle have something in common. They have what he needs.What begins is a terrifying cat-andmouse game between the sinister collector, Jakey's father and Etta Fitzroy, a troubled detective investigating a spate of
abductions.Set in London's Blackheath, Rattle by Fiona Cummins explores the seam of darkness that runs through us all; the
struggle between light and shadow, redemption and revenge.It is a glimpse into the mind of a sinister psychopath. And it's also a
story about not giving up hope when it seems that all hope is already lost.
The Wire in the Blood May 17 2021 Taut, suspenseful and ferociously readable thriller featuring psychological profiler Dr Tony
Hill, hero of the hugely succesful television series 'The Wire in the Blood'.
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